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Procedure--Cont.
Bis, Government:- Committee of the Whole--Cont.

Ouestions-Cortt.
Limited when House under ciosure motion. 575
Minister flot answering, 417
Minister's answers, scope, 417-8

Bills, Government; Second reading
Order called but flot completely read, Minister to decide if

debate to proceed, 103-6
Subamendment. taking under advisement, 325

In order, 329
Bis, Private Members' Public Bis; Introduction

Delay, later in day, by unanimous consent, 731
Chair

Not putting proposai for unanimous consent to House, 643
Chairman and Deputy Chairman, rulings and statements

Decision. appealed to Speaker. confirmed, 541
Clocks

Accuracy. 490
Closure

History/use. 202-3, 500-1
M. (Lewis), agreed to, on recorded division, 135-6
M. (Lewis), agreed to, on recorded division, 278-9
M. (Lewis), agreed to. on recorded division, 541-2
Motion not in order, Committee only considered one

clause and has flot postponed it, no discussion on
other clauses and Members flot able to move
amendments, 532-7, taking under advisement, 538,
precedents do conflict, however. it is within rules to,
move closure in Committee of the Whole, 1956
precedent confirmed 1932 precedent and carnies
authority of sustained Chairman's decision. a
Speaker's ruling and a recorded division of the House
itself. motion in order, 539-41

Notice, 71, 84-5, 127, 500, 626
lmproperly given, study of ail clause of bill flot

completed, Chair requesting Members to negotiate
seutlement elsewhere, 501, proper notice given, 539

lmproperly given, taking under advisement. 71-4;
Standing Orders are silent on when notice may be
given; Chair feels intention of Standing Order is
that notice be given after debate to be closured has
commenced, therefore Chair cannot accept notice
of closure at this time, 78

See also Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement
Implementation Act (Bill C-2); Flouse of Commons-
Sittings of the Flouse, extending

Committees
Committee of the Whole, sitting, suspending to cati of the

Chair. 538
Striking Committee. flot meeting as required under

Standing Orders, 278-9
Debate

Debate be now adjourned. M. (J. Turner). agreed to, 18
Member's allotted time

Equal time to New Democratic Party crîtic, unanimous
consent denied, 640

Expired. continuing. by unanimous consent, 237, 693
Denied. 218-9, 555, 643

Participation, rotation by party basis, 417
Relevancy rule, 9-10. 288, 416, 516, 765
See also Procedure-Speeches

Procedure-Cont.
Decorum

Applause/banging of desk tops to indicate approval. 553-4
Interruptions, inappropriate when Member speaking, 34,

37, 136, 428. 527. 617-8
Noise/heckling in Chamber, Chair/Members cannot hear,

98, 362-3, 400, 473, 523, 561
Presence/absence of Members/Ministers, reflection not

permitted, 196, 385, 702
Referring to Members/Ministers by constituency or titie

only, 111, 183, 189, 272, 346-7, 385, 494, 569, 735
See also Procedure-Speeches, Maiden speech

Divisions
Belis, ringing 5 minutes, by unanimous consent. 588

Divisions, recorded
Divisions previously taken. applying to subsequent

motions, by unanimous consent, 275, 404
In reverse. by unanimous consent. 404

Member flot in seat. flot voting, 76
Estimates

Consideration. extending, 732
Government motions (substantive)

Amending. by unanimnous consent, 107
Relating to suspension of certain Standing Orders

Not acceptable form, 65-74, taking under advisement.
74; changes to Standing Orders not permanent. in
effect for duration of First Session and there are
provisions for an earlier expiry on a motion of a
Minister of the Crown; study of legisiation by
Committee of the Whole is flot foreign to House
practice: both minority and majority have rights
but both. cannot be given primacy, motion in order,
76-8

Second reading stage of public bill, allowing
amendments to substance of bill, entire motion out
of order. Chair previously found motion in order,
ruling stands, 193-5

Relating to Throne Speech debate, departure from usual
practice. 9-10

Reverting to, 103
Ho use business

ALI-party agreement, 106-7
Debating on floor, 104-5
Proposais. 21-2

Language, inappropriate/improper
"Ignorant", 563
Referring to Members as "honourable or otherwise". flot

in order, 202
Member be now heard

M. (Copps), flot in order, 847
M. (L. Axworthy), 848

Members
Recognition by Chair, 576, 846-8

Members' remarks
Addressing through Chair, 189, 317, 568
Attackîng person flot in Chamber to defend self, flot in

order, 606
lmputing motives, flot in order, 154, 569

Misleadinglfalse statements
Correcting, 79-80, 234, 416-7, 484-7, 561-3, 574
Withdrawal requested, 331, 603


